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ddison takes
enate position
"I think we should maybe pay
more attention to faculty issues
and concerns," Addison said. " I
Faculty Senate elected a hope we get more input from facchairman at its Tuesday's ulty and that we would do more
y meeting when Bill with that information."
was chosen over current
Addison said although the
ty Senate chairman Ed Faculty Senate had been criticized
in a secret ballot.
for not submitting a college
lty Senate member John restructuring model to Barbara
r, associate professor of Hill, vice president for academic
, nominated Addison, to affairs and provost, he thought the
the post. Miller was also senate had still done its job.
ated for the position but
The senate did submit four reced consideration for the ommendations to Hill that served
to represent the views of faculcy
ver, Miller was elected as members concerning restructurchainnan of the senate and ing.
Craft, associate professor of
"I think that some student joureducation, was re-elected nalists have some confusion on
tary.
what the senate is s upposed to
m not sure I' 11 make any do," he said. "What we did with
changes," said Addison, an the restructuring is what we were
t professor of psychology.
supposed to do."
are some things that I'd
By submitting a specific model,
to see us do differently,
• Continued on page 2

onfIict concern
urs senate vote
Student Senate will vote
y on resolutions concernpotential conflict of interests,
nt Government Financial
President-elect Blake Wood
his position on the UniversHomecoming Commitsenate meeting will be held
p.m. in the Arcola-Tuscola
of the Martin Luther King Jr.
icy Union.
was elected financial vice
t in the April 21 Student
rnment election but was
ted chairman of the HomeComminee last fall.
financial vice president also
as the chair of the ApportBoard. which aJlocate.<; stufee money to recognized sruorgan iza ti on s such as the
ing Comminee.
aker of the Senate Luke
said one resolution to be

considered calls for Wood's resignation from one of the positions.
Senate member Amy Compton,
who co-authored the resolution
with senate members Katina Gillespie and Lance Phillips, said Wood's
voting influence in the senate and
the AB would be a conflict of interest because the Homecoming Committee budget must be approved by
both the AB and the senate.
The AB chair cannot vote on
budgets or make formal motions
during budget liberations.
The second resolution to be considered wou Id create a seven-member commiuee to review the senate
and AB constitutions and bylaws
regarding students holding more
than one position in different organiaitions.
In other business. senate members elected in the Apnl 21 election
will be seated.
The senate will also nominate
and elect a new speaker of the senate to replace Neumann who was
elected student body president.

~

KEVIN KILHOFFER/Photo editor

Here comes the bride
He1d1 Weitikamp, a freshman home economics ma1or models a bridesmaid's dress for the Lawson Hall

bndalfashion show Tuesday el'emng.

illions of senior citizens may see taxes increase
HINGTON (AP) - Millions of the nation's wealthsenior citizens would pay an average of $1,000 more a
under President Clinton's plan to cut the deficit by
taxes on Social Security benefits, federal officials
Congress Tuesday.
Ill, about 9 million middle and upper-income seniors
see their tax bills rise, but for many the increase
be relatively small.
administration's proposal targets seniors with annuof at least $25,000 for individuals and $32,000
·ed couples. Under the plan, the maximum portion
· Social Security benefits subject to income taxes

would be increased from 50 percent to 85 percent.
On average. the tax on benefits would increase from
$720 a year to about $1,270, acting Social Security
Commissioner Louis Enoff told the Senate Finance
Committee. That would raise $1. 7 billion in 1994 and
$23.3 billion over five years, Enoff said.
Although the plan would affect about one-fourth of all
Social Security recipients, most of the money would come
from the best-off, another official said.
The Treasury Department's Randolf H. Hardock testified almost 70 percent of the revenue raised under
Clinton's plan would come from 4.4 million households

with family incomes of over $75,000.
Those upper-income seniors would pay an average of
$90 a month in higher income taxes, Hardock said.
In comparison, about 790,000 households with family
incomes below $40,000 would have to pay higher taxes
averaging $23 a month on their benefits.
"Most retirees would be unaffected by the administration's proposal," Hardock said. "The administration's proposal would have minimal effects on lower-income taxpayers." The American Association of Retired Persons
• Continued on page 2
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Aid base of Daley campaign Crowding bill

WASHINGTON (AP)- Chicago
Mayor Richard M. Daley carried
his campaign for federal a.id to the
corridors of power in Washington.
conferring Tuesday with Attorney
General Janet Reno and Senate
GOP leader Bob Dole.
Daley and seven other mayors,
including Joan Barr of Evanston,
spoke to Reno about gun control,
federal dollars for local police and
alternatives to imprisonment.
Later, Daley talked with Dole, RKan., and GOP Rep. Henry Hyde
of Bensenville, about the importance of President Clinton's failed
economic stimulus package.
" I wanted to inform him about
how important this money is to the
people of the c ity of Chicago,"
Daley said after the meeting in
Dole's Capitol office.
Dole, who Jed the opposition to
Clinton's program, was not available for comment. Hyde predicted
lawmakers could soon consider a
"more modest and less pork-laden"
plan.

Clinton's original package could
have meant as much as $60 million
in grants to demolish abandoned
industrial sites, clean up the environment and pay for other job-creating projec~. Daley wrote Dole
after the defeat.
The city could have received $32
million for summer jobs for youth,
$10 million for Head Start, $3 million for acquired immune deficiency programs and $3 m illion for
immunization.
Senate Republicans stalled the
proposal, eventually forcing
Clinton to withdraw all but a portion. The president had done little
GOP lobbying.
"Sometimes you do learn by
your mistakes," Daley said.
At the Justice Depanrnent, Daley
and a delegation from the U.S.
Conference of Mayors found an
ally in Reno, a former county prosecutor from Miami
Reno brings a "local government
perspective to this position which
may have been missing in the past,"

said GOP Mayor William Althaus
of York, Pa.. the conference president.
..She understands the problems,
and I think she's willing to make
those decisions that are necessary
to work with the mayors and police
chiefs and most importantly the
communities.'' Daley added.
Reno. who did not speak to
reporters after the meeting, told the
mayors she supported gun control
legislation , including an assault
weapons ban and a waiting period
for handgun purchase.
" It is clearly something that must
be done, and the attorney general
for the first time in a long time bas
taken a stand on this issue that we
very much appreciate," said Barr, a
Republican.
Reno also a'>ked for the mayors'
help in convincing Congress that
mandatory minimum prison sentences do not always work and
need reform.
The mayors also spoke to Reno
about the stimulus package.

FROM PAGE ONE
Addison
•From page 1
Addison said the senate would
not have been able to represent
the faculty accurately.
Addison also said he hopes the
Faculty Senate will work more
with the Student Senate. He said
previously the Faculty and
Student senates worked well on
the Textbook Rental Review
Committee.
"1 encourage student senators

lo attend our meetings and us to
attend their meetings," he said.
In orher business, the Facully
Senate discussed the college
restructuring process. after receiving copies of Hill's restructuring
recommendation. Senate member
Gary Aylesworth brought up the
fact that the senate, according to
its constitution. hru. the right to a
90-day review of any major academic planning proposal.
Because the senate could not

detennine if this amendment was
applicable before or after Eastern
President David Joms had finalized the proposal. discussion of
the issue was ended until the senate could talk to Jorns about it.
Joms has not released any comments on Hill's restructuring recommendation, which Hill presented to Jorns Thursday. Joms is
expected to make a decision later
this week.

Millions
• Frompuge I

said higher taxes would be "particularly onerous" for middle-class
taxpayers with incomes of
$30,000 to $50,000. Such people
could wind up paying $1,000 a
year more in laxes. said AARP. the
nation's largest senior citiuns
lobby.
"After state taxes. local property
taxes. higher out-of-pocket costs
for health care and the normal
costs of maintaining a household
are accounted for, another several
hundred to a thousand dollars in
new tax liability represents a significant loss." said Judith Brown.
chair of AARP's board of directors.
Brown said that for these

o~n~

seniors the amount of lost income
is significantly. difficult if not
impossible to replace.
"Older Americans· income
erodes significantly over time. and
this tax increase accelerates that
trend," she said.
Ron Pollack, executive director
of Families USA. another seniors·
advocacy group, testified that the
tax plan ''would throw no one
below the poverty line or below
150 percent of the poverty line."
He said the average income of
those affected would be over
$61.000 a year.
Sen. Daniel Patrick Moynihan,
D-N.Y.. the committee's chairman,
meanwhile, questioned another
a-;pect of Clinton's deficit reduction plan - a proposal 10 lift the

SPRINGFIELD (AP) Legislation to reduce crowding
in Illinois prisons by letting
inmates earn more time off their
sentences faces opposition from
House Democratic leadership.
T he b ill, backed by
Republican Gov. J im Edgar.
was overwhelmingly approved
by the Senate. IL is based on the
work of a task force that spent a
year studyi ng a prison system
expected to reach maxim um
capacity next summer.
A spokesman for House
Speaker Michael Madigan, DChicago. said few Democrats
will support the move for more
early release, despite the prison
crowding problem.
"Just to solve some management foul-up, I don't think the
General Assembly is going to
be willy-nilly letting people out
of jail," spokesman Steve
Brown said Tuesday. "People
are interested in trying to rid the
communities of people who are
out there committing crimes."
The bill would let more nonviolent inmates reduce their
sentences by taking classes,
joining drug-treatmen t programs and participating in vocational training.
It also would make more
inmates eligible to serve part of
their sentences at home while
being electronically monitored.
That counters recent Democratic moves to get tough on
crime. The House approved a

series of bills to stiffen penalties
and limit early release. despite
objections they would add thousands of inmates and increase
costs by hundreds of millions of
dollars.
Some people complain
Democrats arc more interested
in politics than in law and order.
"This is all a public relations
gimmick to put some targeted
Republicans on roll calls that
can be used against them in
e lections,"' sa id Rep. Terry
Parke. R- Hoffman Estates.
"These issues ar e much too
important to have them caught
up in political jockeying for
position."
Parke said Democrats are
blocking solutions to the prisoncrowding problem by politicizing every vote. Some lawmakers will not be able to support
bills that could be portrayed as
coddling criminals, no matter
what their merits. he said.
Illinois houses 32,000
inmates in prisons meant for
less than 21,000. The
Corrections Depart-ment says
prisons will reach maximum
capacity - 36,000 inmates - by
July l 994, if present trends continue.
The early-release bill could
reduce the population by 7,000
over the next four years. supporters say.
Inmates now can cut one da)
from their sentences for every
four days spent in class.

Committee rejects
Senate-passed bills
SPRINGFIELD (AP) - A
Democrat-controlled commiuce
on Tuesday rejecred four Scnateapproved bills aimed at lowering
insurance costs and unclogging
the court system by limiting
awards to victims of negligence.
House Democrats argued the
four Republican measures would
infringe on the power of juries
and unfairly restrict awards to
people injured by negligent doctors. employers or manufacturers.
"'It's not emotions that arc on
trial. but the jury system," said
Rep. Louis Lang. D-Chicago.
chainnan of the House Judiciary I
Committee. "If that's the system
in this country. we should believe

in it all the way." All but one
the measures failed on a parti
7-5 vote recommending them
sure not pass, making it aim
impossible for the bills to ap
at a later time.
One measure sponsored b
Rep. Anne Zickus. R-Palos Hil
would have restricted juries
"pain and suffering" awards
no more than $250,000.
Zickus told the comminee
would make doctor visits le
expensive because the) wou
pay less for malpractice ins
ance.
Opponents brought in D
Steer. who was paralyzed in
construction accident in Elg
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cap on earnings subject to the
Medicare payroll tax.
As a result of the Medicare
plan, higher-paid workers would
put much more into Medicare than
other employees but would get the
same hcalth·insurance benefits as
lower-pnid workers when they
retired.
"We arc at risk of losing the
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social-insurance program ... and
moving toward a needs-based.
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Moynihan said. " I think this is the
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Clinton estimates that lifting the
cap would raise $29 billion over
five years.
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ougill announces department heads
ils first official meeting, the
Charleston Ci ty Council
ed Tuesday the departcommissioners will oversee
dleir four-year terms.
· g with tradition. Mayor
Cougill will head the public
department that includes
department. Cougill will
e as liquor commissioner
e the Charleston Liquor
Board.
issioners are assigned to
ee the city's four major

departments: accounts and finance, streets and public improvements, public health and safety,
and public property.
As the top vote-getter in last
month's election, Commissioner
Greg Stewart will assume the
duties of the accounts and finance
department. In that role, Stewart
will also reside over council meetings if Cougill cannot a ttend.
Accounts and finance commissioner is considered the number
two position on the counci l
because of that duty.
Commissioners agreed to distribute responsibility for the three

remaining departments as follows:
Commissioner Joh n Winnett,
streets and public improvement;
Commissioner Jim Dunn, public
property; and Commissioner Gene
Scholes. public health and safety.
Cougill said Wmnett, Dunn and
Scholes were all given a fai r
chance to ta.Ice the positions they
wanted.
Jn other business Tuesday, the
Charleston City Council:
• Placed on file for p u blic
inspection a resolution authorizing Eastern to use a portion of
Lake Char leston for its Eighth
Annual Triathalon. The lake will

be closed to the public for the
event between 6 and 11 a.m. June
26.
• Approved a $37 ,85 1.40 bid
for water distribution materials.
The materials will be supplied by
the Sidener Supply Co ., Water
Products Co. and Midwest Meter
Inc.
• Authorized Cougill to execute
all documents signed by fonner
Mayor Wayne Lanman.
• Passed a resolution authorizing the closing of several Charleston streets for the Friendly City
Five-Mile Foot Race. The streets
wilJ be closed for the event short-

ly before 7 a.m. on May 29.
• Approved a resolution authorizi ng the hiring of season a l
e mployees for the maintenance
de partment, the uti lity department, the water treatment plant,
and the waste water treatment
plant.
The seasonal employees will be
used to mow lawns from May l to
Sept. 30.
Prior to the meeting, commissioners met in a closed session to
discuss matters relating to the
administracive or executive responsibilities of the mayor and city
council.

Composer
speaks on
Russian music
By SUSAN KIEL
Activities editor
Although Russia has undergone many changes
in recent years. one can still hear Russia's old traditions and spiritual values in ih contemporary
music. an internationally-known Russian composer said Tuesday evening.
A speech by Russian/Armenian composer
Alexander Aslamazov was presented by Eastern
English professor Paul Hayden at Aslamazov's
request. because of Aslamazov's limited English.
Hayden said Aslamazov was very excited
about visiting the United States and was honored
to be asked to speak at Eastern .
" I met Alexander in 1990," Hayden said ...He
had always hoped to come to America and since
then. he has been hoping to come back."
Du r ing the course of the presentation.
Aslamazov played selections from various
Russian composers dating back to the 16th century.
Aslamazov commented on the conlent of each
piece and on its place in Russian history. as well
as documenting the progression of Russian
music.
His presentation focused on the idea that the
core of Russian music is in its Orthodox religion.
"In adopting the Orthodox religion. we adopted
everything that came with it. including its musical traditions," Aslamazov said.
He said most Russian modem compositions are
variations of the Orthodox church chants.
However, Aslamazov also said in the past 10
ia Hubler, a senior communications major, puts up a new sign in front of Positively Fourth Street Records on Lincoln Avenue years the spiritual element of the music has not
)'afternoon.
been as strong.

tgning on

tudent affairs candidate emphasizes 'straight talk'
someone with good people skills, a planning background, a person down-to-earth
and approachable.
Twenty years of experience in student
" If they are not opposed to having
irs a nd some innovative ideas for another president/vice president who hapblishing a better working relationship pens to be black a nd everything is all
g students were some of the charac- upfront and everything being equal, I
stics cited Tuesday by a candidate probably have a pretty good chance,"
iewing for Eastem's vice president Hence said.
audent affairs spot.
"If on the other hand, they realJy have a
•Every college and university is differ- certain kind of person in mind ... I under" said Arnold Hence, the third candi- stand one of the candidates is from ininterviewed for the position and cur- house, then I can just forget it."
vice president for enrollment manageHence was referring to Lou Hencken,
! at Aurora University. "I'm not com- Eastern 's current acting vice president of
in like Santa Clause with a bag of student affairs, who served as housing
ks. I just talk straight. I don't try to director from I 975-92 and is also vying
in with flowery garbage."
for the job.
Hence also talked about his chances of
Hence said one of his main concerns as
ng named to the post. He said the a student affairs vice president would be
ch committee is considering hiring in the area of helping students.

Congratu{ations
to a[{ tlie
(jrac£uates
from tfte staff of

9/air 'Bencfers 11

. G•

"You can't really walk into an institution like this and say this is what I' m
going to do," Hence said.
If chosen to fill the position, Hence said
in order to better serve students, he would
have to become aware of the politics and
culture of the campus as well as get to
know the various student and faculty leaders.
"In doing that, I can find out what some
of the issues and concerns are," Hence
said. "Then I can bring my experiences to
bear on helping to resolve some of those
problems."
One of the problems Hence said he was
referring to was the ever-present issue of
underage drinking of alcohol.
" I 'm concerned about that problem
from the stand point of people getting hurt
or not understanding the implications of
alcohol.'' Hence said.
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Also, he said he would like to work
with making international students feel
more comfortable with the differenc environment and surroundings they usually
face when attending a university in a foreign country.
"One thing that we could do without
much difficulty is bring together some
people on campus who understand what
some of the cultural differences are and
what some of the cultural needs are for
people from other countries," he said.
"Eastern seems to be a pretty cool place
and the students seem to be pretty happy."
Hence will complete his two-day interview Wednesday. O n T h ursday a nd
Friday, the final candidate to interview for
the post, Donald Aripoli, associate vice
president for student affairs at Arizona
University in Tucson. Ariz .. will be on
campus.
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Petty comments
can take senate
to a lower level
Criticisms from Student Senate members
have set the stage for a bumpy welcome for
Shirley VonBokel and the rest of the newly
elected senate members when they take office
Wednesday.
However, to do this on the eve of her
swearing-In only creates friction between the
senate members and a pivotal exl><:utive who
will have to spend much of her ti11 ..a dealing
with the senate and its committees.
Members John Kohl and Michael Smyth
questioned the intentions of VonBokel, who
was elected executive vice
president in the April 21
- - - - - - - Student Government election. Kohl and Smyth cited VonBokel's resignation during her J99 t -92 term as cause for concern.
However, instead of bringing up VonBokel's
resignation now, members and candidates
should have made It an issue during the spring
campaign. At this point, it is nothing more
than childish bickering.
VonBokel comes into the senate as an outsider. She is the lone executive who was not in
the Integrity Party and she managed to beat
out Chad Turner, a popular member of the senate. The stage was set for a tense situation, and
the criticism of Kohl and Smyth crossed the
line.
Perhaps Smyth and Kohl have nothing better to do with their time than criticize a duly
elected member of the Student Government
only days before she takes office, or perhaps
they feel it is the best way to represent the
interests of the student body.
Such petty attacks have no place in the senate. This year's senate appeared to have risen
above the internal squabbles of the past and to
have kept student issues firmly in mind.
Smyth and Kohl's criticisms sound like nothing more than anger over VonBokel's defeat of
Chad Turner in the spring election. VonBokel is
ready to work with the new senate and, if she
carries through on her ideas mentioned during
the election, will make a notable difference in
student representation.
Unless VonBokel demonstrates she Is Incapable tof doing her job, the senate members
should leave her alone.

Gay rights finally get sympathetic ear
You can say what you like about
members of the Illinois General
Assembly - that they won't finish
on time. or that their partisan bickering stonewalls dozens of pieces
of worthy legislation.
You can even say their dealings
are rank with political patronage.
And you might be right.
But as they scramble to wrap up
another legislative session, the Chris
lawmakers In Springfield deserve
Sundhelm
some credit this week.
Two weeks ago, legislators In
the Illinois House voted to amend the state's civil-rights
statute to ban dlsoimlnation based on wsexual orientation."
After a lengthy debate, they decided that gays, lesbians and bisexuals should join persons of color and
women on the list of those protected against bias In
housing, employment and social services.
The same body had overwhelmingly rejected the
measure two years ago. In a vote that surprised even
onlooking gay-rights activists, this time the measure
gained a comfortable 60-49 approval.
The state Senate won't be quite as easy to win, but
even usually skeptical rllinols Republicans may join the
gay-rights fold. After all, V:N. Jim Edgar popped in on a
gay-rights coc:ktall party.
The pitch was simple: stress fair play and support for
the underdog, and keep the appeal nonsexual.
And after 11 members of Eastern's Lesbian. Gay.
Bisexual and Allies Union took part In a gay-rights march
on the nation's capital, the passage takes on special
meaning for some students. Gay acttvtsm embodied ln
that march shares a lot with the past assemblies of
oppressed masses.
. Leaders have even proudly referred to them.selves as

lhe Niggers of the '90s" - not a label I would seek but a
provocative comparison, and one that's been a long time
coming.
With the bill's passage, it looks as though the dimate
for homosexuals Is changing In lllinols. To push the gayrights bill through. supporters recruited dout from labor
unions and religious leaders. Labor bosses and priests
alike voiced their belief in the bill.
But their cause Is far from universally embraced.
Colorado voters last fall approved a referendum that
scuttles city gay-rights bills. Only eight states now specifically protect homosexuals' rights. Of course, Illinois
won't join them until the state Senate approves the measure, and Edgar gives his OK.
Homosexuals are gaining new legitimacy as politic.al
figures and as a voting bloc. That's not to say they somehow faJled to muster legitimacy before. but now the
recognition Is coming from all sides.
U.S. Sens. Paul Simon and Carol Moseley-Braun may
owe their victories In part to campaign pledges to promote the homosexuals cause. And President Ointon although currently stalled on the Issue - hasn't been
bashful about his belief In gay rights.
For members of Eastern's gay-rights union, the fight
hasn't always been so easy. Last fall's sidewalk chaJ
of anti-gay slogans proves this campus harbors Its
generous share of homophobes.
Gay-rights supporters at Eastern would do well to
visible. In this debate, familiarity will breed comfort
respect.

Some of the opponents can't be reconciled,
maybe this new perception holds the most promise
exact some pressure In support of gay rights. Pr·es511. .
from above might change the shape of the debate If
the minds of Its most stublx>m thinkers.
- Chris Sundheim Is news editor and a regular coli

nlst for The Daily Eastern News.

Editorial

Virtue can only flourish
----amongst equals.
Mary Wollstonecraft

Your turn
Girls need to be

sho\NI1 the value
of going to work
Dear editor:
I think Sheny Sidwell completely
missed the point of the first annual
lake your daughters to work day"
sponsored by the Ms. Foundation.
It Is my understanding, based on
the articles I've read and the talk
shows I've watched, that this day
was created as an outlet and education of the need to persuade more
women to enter the work force.
Granted, this profect probably did
not make a "monumental difference" in the lives of young women,
especially those who did not participate. But those that were able to
take advantage of this opportunity
may have been Introduced to a
world they never knew could exist

for them.
Apparently It Is very simple for
you, Ms.Sidwell, to perceive this
event as negative, but I think you are
wrong. Who are you to assume this
day was not beneflclal to young

women. as well as their parents who
participated In lake your daughters

to work day."
Your perspective on this day is the
very attitude that has kept and continues to keep women and other
minorities trapped In underpaid,
menial occupations that they are
overqualified to hold.
I may have misunderstood you
because I do not know you. Yet, If
you are usually the Rrst person to
support anything that could possibly
advance women In the professional
worid of our society," I would think
that you would also be the Rrst to
applaud the Ms. Foundation for their
efforts In generating the energy and
Interest of our female youth.
Instead, you choose to mock their
movement to make a change in their
extremely sexist society. Have you
forgotten women and men who
struggled to take the first steps In the
development d equal rights? We are
still struggling by the way.
Before a day was Invented for this
pul'(X)Se. and before I became aware
that there are people In society
against career-oriented women, my
parents took to me to work with
them. Bec.ause of their concern got
my future and desire for me to
become a well-rounded Individual, I
am a better woman.
So save your •it Is our responslblli-

ty to do whatever we can to
the road a little smoother for
younger sisters and daughters"
ment for the period in your life
which you truly believe in this Idea.
Until you devise a better stra
to Incorporate young women I
the work force and build their
concepts, hold your tongue,
allow those who participated In
your daughter to work day to
what they did make a difference.
Seann Ulubeth

Letter policy
The Daily &tstem News e
ages letters to the editor rrvow-...,...
any local, state, national or In
tlonal Issue.
Letters should be less than
words. For the letter to be pri
the name of the author, In addition
the author's address and t.a1an1v111
number, must be Included. If
sary, letters will be edited
to length and space at the
of the editorial page editor or
In chief.
Anonymous letters will not
printed.
If a letter has more than t
authors, only the names of the
three will be printed.
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WASHINGTON (A P> - The
chief of Los Angeles, a forchief Watergate prosecutor
a Pulitzer-prize-winning jourprofessor will review the
UT) Department's investigaof the deadly assault on the
h Davidian cult near Waco.

as.
Appointed Monday by TreaSecretary Lloyd Bentsen
• Police Chief Willie L.
·ams. who formerly was pol·
commissioner in Philadelphia.
•Henry S. Ruth, the former
tergate prosecutor who also
ed on the commission that
mined police actions in the
standoff in Philadelphia with
MOVE cult.
er who was national editor of
Angeles Times and editor
the Philadelphia Inquirer
Lo~

before joining 1he University of
Southern California.
On Feb. 28. I00 agents of the
department's Bureau of Alcohol.
Tobacco and Firearms conducted
a raid on the cult's compound
only to be met with heavy gunfire
from cult members. Four agents
and an unknown number of cull
members were killed.
The internal ATF investigation
is to determine whether the
bureau's policies and procedures
were adequate and whether they
were followed. 1he department
said.
The review panel will be
charged with offering guidance to

i

the department's investigation,
reviewing its findings and providing an as!>essment of the final
report.
Members of Congress have
criticized the ATF for launching
the raid in the first place, and
Bentsen has said he was ..deeply
troubled" by the fact cult members were warned of the raid in
advance.
The raid was followed by a 51day standoff. led on the government side by the FBI. It ended
April 19 several hours after the
FBI started injecting tear gas into
the compound.
A fire, which authorities say
was set by cult members. leveled
the compound. Cult leader David
Koresh and dozens of his followers died at that lime.
A separate Justice Department
investigation h reviewing !hose
events.

The U.N. military commander. Lt. Gen. Cevik Bir
Turkey, called the new aid project "historic and
edented" in its scope.
Thanks in part to Operation Restore Hope. Somalia
~overing steadily from a civil war that devastated
countryside and led to lawlessness and famine.
Bandits once roamed haughtily in weapons-mountvehicles. and an estimated 350.000 people died
year from conflict, starvation and disease.
A U.S.-led military coalition came ashore Dec. 9
safeguard the food shipments that were being lootfrom aid agencies.
Today. starvation has virtually ended. Aid agencies
the Red Cross are phasing out food programs and

,.r-

Rock-n-Roll
Featuring--.. Todd Bothwell, Jim Sanders, Mark
Allen, and introducing Mike Wake from Missouri

50¢ Miller Lite
(Admission $ l 8- l 0 w/coupon)

L-----------------------~

Pagliai's Pizza
Free Delivery
Free Semi-thick Crust after 10 p.m. Everyday
Good With All Specials
Open daily 4 p.m.-1 a.m. •
2 a.m. on weekends
.,

WEDNESDAY

LEINEN KUGEL
Drafts

50(
All Day
Gator on a Stick

$1.50
3-6 P.M. only

$3.99
Large Thin
Single Item
and Qt. of
Coke

Small Pizza
when placed

After 10 p.m.
each additional
item 75¢

Every
Wednesday

$1 9

SEARCH NO MORE
The ONLY Off Campus Housing On Campus
Now Leasing

PARK PLACE APARTMENTS
(Across from the Union on 7th)
• 1,2 &.3 Bedroom
Furnished Units
• Free Trash & Parking
• Central A. C.
• Dishwasher
• Microwaves
·Balconies

345-4451

St James Place
(l 905) s. 12th St.)
• I & 2 Bedroom Units
• Fully Furnished
• A.C.
• Newly Remodeled
•Laundry & Parking

Still Available For Fall

We use & sell Matrix, Redkin, &
Paul Mitchell Products
Ask for: Donna, Tona or Lori
Have a great summer!

r----------------,

Call Anytime 348· 14 79 For Appointment
or drop by rental office on Grant St.
3:30-5:30 p.m. - M - F

..,,.

I
I

:e
1
I
I

I
I

Buy aLarge (16") Thin Crust Pizza with :
One Topping~~ ~ust i{l~Jf J
· -"S
., 1
GoodtnMaJ31,199'3•f*'ICIPUC . . .'f~ r•
,~
I
a.iara1•909lab~·l4i-7SIS
tf 1 "": .

Come to Hallmark for your
Graduation cards, partyware,
gifts and gift wrap.

I

L----------------~

l~-~~m.

BOXES

50¢

Get Them
While There HOT!
Buzzard Building
Student Publications

per order

Spaghetti
and
Garlic Bread

Kl.a-Haw•
Man. Sat. I la.m.~
BarHoun

ai:I

V ISA

Unless stated below specials
not valid with any other offer

Donna'~
~·
Hair
w
Creations
-;$800 Haircuts

--

345-3400

focusing more on vaccinations and other health care.
Daily death rates in cities like Bardera and Baidoa
have dropped from hundreds a day to less than a
dozen each.
Markets are thriving. and other than the wooden
cane..' used widely for every1hing from parental discipline to traffic control, the only visible weapons on
the streets belong to the military.
But the threat of violence pershts. and Somalis
worry that their country could easily slip back into
the quicksand of clan violence.
"Let there be no doubt. we arc ready ... to enforce
the peace as necessary," declared Bir, who will command a force that is projected to peak at 28.000
troops. including 4.000 Americans.
Just to drive that point home, there was a show of
force after Johnston and a contingent of more than
200 U.S. troops left for home Tuesday.
Blackhawk helicopters. part of the 1,300-strong
U.S. quick-reaction force that will be called on to
extinguish any brush fires of unrest around the country, circled the city all afternoon and into the night.
Tanks and armored personnel carriers roamed on
patrols.

1408 6th St.

1

"FREUDIAN SLIP"

omalia still recovering
MOGADISHU. Somalia (AP) - Marine Lt. Gen.
rt Johnston proclaimed the U.S.-led relief effort
Somalia a success Tuesday as he handed over conto the United Nations. telling his successor "It's
yours."
That simple comment signaled the end of
tion Restore Hope and the start of Operation
ntinue Hope. a reconstruction period aimed at
ping war-ravaged Somalia struggle back to its

ATTEo·s
WEDNESDAY

Come in soon and sec
our wide variety of
Graduation cards. gifts and
party decorations.

Judy's Hallmark
622 W. Lincoln
348-5473
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A look back at year's top stories
Editor's note: The following story
is a look back at the major news
events of the 1992-93 academic
year.
By ADAM McHUGH
and BRIAN HUCHEL
Staff writers
As the semester comes to a
close, so too do we see an end to a
historic school year for Eastern.
Some events of the 1992-93
school year have so impacted the
campus community that The
News feels some reflection is
needed.
Some of the more memorable
events of the past school year
include the formation of the
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Allies
Union.
It began on an early Friday
morning in October of last year.
Gay graffiti slogans chalked on
campus sidewalks left some students confused and others
angered.
Etched in the pavement were
statements such as, "We're queer,
we 're here, get over it,"
"Silence=Death" and "Gay rights
now."
It was then obvious the chalk
drew on much more than concrete- it revealed a side of Eastern
that had not been seen befort}- a
side most people did not want to

The year in review

1

The following are some of the major campus events that
took place during the 1992-93 academic year:
September:

• David Joms takes office as f.astem 's seventh president.
October:
• Graffiti with gay slogans marks controversial beginning of
the Lesbian Gay Bisexual and Allies Union.
November.
•Panther's owner Mike
Bickers is forced to take down
racially insensitive pictures after
student protest.
• f.astem's football team
upsets the No. 1 team in Division I-AA, Northern Iowa 21-15
in front of a Parent's Weekend
crOIM:i of more than 8,000.
December.
• l.eta Phi Beta Sorority is
suspended for hazing and recruitment violations.
• State Police begin to investigate the Martin Luther King
Jr. University Union Bookstore for purchasing violations.
February:
• Safety questions are raised after a student is badly beaten
on the Gus Bus.
• The Student Recreation Center, in order to avoid cuts,
requests more than $23,000 for its reserve fund from the
Apportionment Board. They receive only $5,000.
March:
• University Board cancels Spring Concert.
• College consolidation begins.
April:

• Shirley Von Bokel defeats
Chad Turner in heated battle for
executive vice president of Student
Senate.
• Panther center Brad Fichte! is
drafted by the Los Angeles Rams.

see.
Two weeks after Eastern students first discovered there was a
substantial gay population on
campus, the Student Senate
approved the Lesbian, Gay,
Bisexual and Allies Union by a
21-3 vote.
Seth Rodgers. executive director of the union. said he believes
hOmophobia still exists at Eastern
on a general basis. but added the
union has changed some attitudes
on an individual basis.
"Homophobia will always exist
in our society," Rodgers said.
"Just like racism, sexism and
ageism, it will always be with us."
Rodger's statements rang true
when, fo llowing the Student
Senate's approval of the union,
anti-gay messages were sketched
on campus sidewalks and several
LGBAU members received death
threats.
"Although this area is ultra-

conservative, I believe some students have changed their minds
about the union," said Paul
Putman, graduate adviser to the
union. "Changing peoples' opinions was not our goal, though, it
was giving people with the same
interests a place to talk, without
being ridiculed for what they are."
Putman said the union has
achieved many of its goals,
including an awareness week
titled "We Have the Right to be
Out" on April 26-30 and several
forums on homosexual issues
received positive feedback.
He added students have been
surprisingly receptive to the union
since its beginning, but believes
there are many srudents with hid-

den prejudices that have not yet
found a voice.
Rodgers said he believes the
campus is beginning to throw
more suppon toward the union,
but added many students' opinions have not changed since the
beginning of the LGBAU.
However, in the 1992-93 academic year, Eastern saw not only
the formation of a new union but,
a month before the nation elected
a new president, Eastern received
a new leader of its own- David L.
Joms.
Following extensive interviews
with the trustees of the Board of
Governors, Jorns was unanimous1y voted in to succeed former
president St.an Rives. who retired

at the end of the 1991-92 school
year. Jorns beat out three other
finalists for the position.
Joms' term officially began
Nov. 10 after he finished his previous job as vice president of student affairs at Northern Kentucky
University.
Wrth his presidential seat barely warm, Joms fought off a potentially explosive situation on campus when he spoke out about
another major newsmaker- racially insensitive pictures hanging on
the walls of a local t.avern.
Charleston's Panther Lounge
captured campus-wide attention
when complaints surfaced about
allegedly racist pictures in the tavern.
The pictures. which included
one of a black adverti<;ing character Sambo in a bellboy outfit posing as a waiter and the other of a
black stereotype depicting a black
man carrying a water jug, wearing
overalls and holding a bottle of
liquor, were condemned by members of Eastern 's Black Student
Union.
Panther's owner Mike Bickers
said the pictures were collectibles.
and that he bad no plans to take
them down.
Eastern President David Joms
said, "I want to do something
about this, I am both offended and
ashamed about this incident and if
I were a person of color. I would
be offended also."
Following protests by BSU
and Omega Psi Phi Fraternity,
Bickers removed the pictures
from the walls, saying he had
sold them.
BSU members said they were
impressed with how Joms handled Mike Bickers. owner of the
Panther Lounge, and how Joms
resolved the entire conflict so it
had a peaceful ending.
Lance Phillips, vice president
of BSU, said, "It was good to see
so many people and campus organizations come together behind
one sole cause and help a minority when it was being put down."
Members from the LGBAU
agreed.
"I would say he can be a great
president of this institution if he
continues to address his commitment to cultural diversity needs
on campus," Putman said.

Economy
remedies
questioned
By The Associated Press
What kind of therapy will ·
take to create hundreds of th
sands of new jobs month aft
month and help raise the ave
American ·s confidence about the
country's economic future?
latest statistical evidence paints
troubling picture that suggest'i the
economy is stumbling badly aft
a remarkably strong period o
growth late last year.
On Tuesday. the governme
said its chief economic forecast
ing gauge plunged in March.
worst decline since the last rec
sion more than two years ago.
Monday. a prominent industri
trade group said American man
facturing slumped in April for
first time in seven months.
Private forecasters aren't y
predicting a return to recessi
but some are lowering their ~
casts for this year. Many bl
the slowdown on problems lh
range from stubbornly high d
levels and recessions overseas
new uncertainties about th
Clinton administration's econo
ic priorities.
"It's like driving on ice," s ·
Audrey Freedman, a lab
economist who runs a New Yo
based consulting firm. "You j
don't get that much traction."
Questions and answers on w
is weakening the economy
what economists say must ha
for stronger growth:
Q: Why did the economy grow
quickly late last year, only to I
the stamina early this year?
A: "Growth surged partly on
burst of spending and borrow·
by consumers. particularly a
President Clinton's victory ·
November. Predictions that
would work quickly to reve
disillusionment with Republi
handling of the economy ere
widespread optimism, ev
among some skeptics. Since m
spending creates more dema
for goods and services, the ec
my benefited.
"But the optimism couldn't
without something else. Bu
inesses were still laying off w
ers to cut costs."

Two army officers defend gays in military
WASHINGTON (AP) - Fean; that allowing gays into the
military would lead to widespread sexual misconduct are
unfounded, since orientation is not the same as behavior,
two homosexual, former Army officers told Congress
Tuesday.
"I was a soldier first. I didn't join the Anny to have a
date," said retired Col. Karl Cropsey, a decorated officer
who served two combat tours in Vietnam and kept his
homosexuality secret during 23 years of service.
Cropsey told the House Armed Service Committee that

~~
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the vast majority of homosexuals do not make an issue of
their sexual orientation around people at work. If the military 's 50-year-old ban of homosexuals is lifted, he said,
"controlling one's sexual behavior is not likely to be any
issue. Sexual orientation does not equal se.~ual conduct"
Tanya Oomi, a retired Army capt.ain who kept her homosexuality a secret for 15 years. said gays have served for
years and there is no documented evidence of anyone's life
being endangered by their service.
Both noted the recent incidents of sexual misconduct have

involved heterosexuals, as in the case of the Tailh
Convention in which more than 80 women said they
sexually abused or harassed by Navy officers.
Unlike several Senate Armed Services Committee
ings that have largely focused on abstract analysis from
demics, the House panel heard from retired rank-andmilit.ary and religious representatives.
The Senate panel, meanwhile, announced Tuesday
would hold a related hearing at the Norfolk Naval Base
Vrrginia on May I 0.
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"STUDENT APPRECIATION WEEK"
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LARGE PIZZA
WITH 1 TOPPING

$4~~AX

5000 PIZZAS MUST BE SOLD!

348--1626

LARGE PIZZA
ANYWAY YOU WANT IT

$6~~AX
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LLEGE OF HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND RECREATION

EC SPORTS SHORTS
ice: Student Recreation Center Lobby
THE DIVISION OF RECREATIONAL SPORTS STAFF
SAYS GOOD-BYE!
The Division of Recreational Sports would like to thank all of the
Individuals who participated in this years Intramural events and
Informal Sports programs. Our entire staff has enjoyed serving you
uring this successful year.
I
A so, many thanks to the College of HPER and Staff for help with
our events; EIU Grounds Crew and Physical Plant Workers for their
great work and support for our facilities; the Lantz Equipment Room
Staff for providing the equipment needs for our program; and most of
all the students who officiated, worked, and supervised our facilities
and Intramural events.
For those of you staying the summer, look for upcoming
lntramuraVlnformal sports programs.
The Division of Recreational Sports Staff wishes all students, faculty, and staff of Eastern Illinois University an enjoyable and safe summer! And we hope to see you back in the fall, ready to play!!
THANKS AGAIN!f FAREWELL!!
****THE DIVISION OF RECREATIONAL SPORTS****

Telephone: 581-2821
INFORMAL RECREATION SCHEDULE
INTERCESSION AND SUMMER 1993
FACILITY RECREATION HOURS
FACILITY
MON-FRI
SAT
SUN
12 p.m.-10 p.m.
Student Rec. Ctr.
8 a.m.-10 p.m.
10 a.m.-10 p.m.
12 p.m. 10 p.m.
Lantz Bldg. (1)
2 p.m.-10 p.m.
10 a.m.-10 p.m.
Lantz Fh (1)
2 p.m.-10 p.m.
10 a.m.-10 p.m.
12 p.m.-10 p.m.
Lantz Pool
5 p.m.- 1 p.m.
3-5 p.m.
3-5 p.m.
McAfee Gym
s a.m.-10 p.m. 10 a.m.-10 p.m. 12 p.m.-10 p.m.
CLOSED
Buzzard Pool (3)
CLOSED
CLOSED
CLOSED
Equipment Room
7:30 a.m.-9:30 p.m. CLOSED
(1) Camps and Special event will take priority
(2) Except when classes are in session Monday-Thursday
(3) Buzzard Pool will be closed for the summer except for camp/conference
swimming and aqua aerobics.
RESERVATIONS:

Racquetball/Wallyball and Indoor Tennis Courts in Lantz and the Fieldhouse
will be on the first come, first serve basis (SUMMER ONLY!)
GENERAL INFORMATION:

The Informal Recreation schedule is effective May 17 through August 10.
~ and is subject to change to accommodate maintenance projects and
~---......--.............--.....-..;;.;;;;;;.....;;,;;;o,.....,-.-;,;,,;,;;...,..;,,,.o;;;.,;,,,;,,,;,.-..,_ _ _--t campus/special events. Facilities will be closed July 2-5 and August 11-20,
•
FORFEIT FEES!
1993. Checks for updated schedule information by calling 581-2821 . Sports
All team managers who have forfeit fees are reminded to pay
Equipment is available for daily check-out at the Lantz equipment room
Monday through Friday and the SAC Saturday and Sunday.
then as soon as possible. all unpaid forfeit fees result in a hold
place on the team manager's grades. transcripts, and registration for summer or fall. make checks payable to Eastern Illinois
Universi

.....-.-;,,,;,,m,;--.____________________--t
COMING ATTRACTIONS!!

1992 SUMMER INTRAMURAL PROGRAM

Softball (M,W,CR)
Volleyball (CR)
6,7, & 8 p.m.

TEAM SPORTS
DAYS & TIME
PLACE
Mon. & Tues.
SAC-Court 3
7,8, & 9 p.m.
Mon. &Tues. 1-M Softball Fields
4&5 p.m.
SAC-Court 5
Wednesday

ENTRY DEADLINE FOR ALL TEAM SPORTS IS FRIDAY, JUNE 25
PLAY BEGINS WEEK OF MONDAY, JUNE 28

SINGLES TOURNAMENTS
DAYS & TIMES
PLACE
Badminton (M,W)
Tuesday, June 22, 6 p.m. SAC-Court 3
Racquetball (M,W)
Wednesday, July 7 6 P.M. Lantz Courts
Tennis (M,W)
Wednesday, July 21, 6 p.m .. Weller Courts

STUDENT RECREATION CENTER SUMMER FEES
Students who are not attending summer school but who wish to use the
SAC and Lantz facilities during the 1993 summer session may do so by purchasing a Summer Recreation pass. The cost of the summer recreation
membership card is $33.00. Summer l.D. and can show proof of being preregistered for the Fall 93. Part-time student desiring the use of the Student
Recreation Center are required to pay $4.15 "for each credit hour less than 8
for which they are registered. Students should bring their fee receipt, class
schedule, and Student l.D. to the SAC office to pay the fee and obtain a summer recreation membership card.
A student registered for Summer:
1 hour pays $29.05
2 hours pays $24.90
3 hours pays $20.75
4 hours pays $16.60
5 hours pays $12.45
6 hours pays $8.30
7 hours pays $4.15

DEPENDENTS SUMMER FEE CHANGE

The Student Recreation Center Summer time fee for dependents, 14
years and older, has been reduced from $20.00 to $12.00. The per family
ENTER "ON THE SPORT" THE EVENING OF THE EVENT
maximum cost for summer for dependents has also been reduced from
~-----------------------~ $50.00to$30.00. Dependentsh~ethepri~~geofu~ngtheSRCaswellas
INTRAMURAL CHAMPIONS!
the previously existing facilities in the Lantz building and buzzard pool on
TRACK MEET
weekends only from 4:00 p.m. Friday through closing on Sunday. Dependents
MEN'S TEAM CHAMPION: SIGMA CHl#1
are not allowed to participate in Intramural Sports programs, Aerobic and
Roster: Brett Hepner, Darrell Thoma, Cary Cline, Donnie
Aqua Aerobic sessions, or to rent canoes. A check for fees should be made
payable to Eastern Illinois University.
Dittmar, Kevin Mullen, Brett Hart, Brandon Whitaker,
Joe Castro, Troy Williams, Andy Ramage, Jeremy
FINALS WEEK!
Crisup, Barrett Callaghan, Tim O'Malley, Sean Walsh,
(Saturday, May 8 through Thursday, May 13)
& Steve DeMaertalaere.
During finals week, the Student Recreation Center and Lantz Facilities will
WOMEN'S TEAM CHAMPION'S: WHITE GIRLS CAN RUN
hold regular hours until Thursday, May 13 when the facilities will close at 8
p.m. The SAC and Lantz Facilities will reopen the following day Friday, May
Roster: Sandy Johanson, Jamey Russell, Trina May, Marsha
14 at 8 a.m. till 8 p.m. The SAC and Lantz facilities will then be closed the
Buskirk, Kathy Matheny, Kari Meyer, Jana Snider,
weekend of May 15 and 16 and will reopen with summer hours Monday, May
Kelle Diehl, Tammy Grimm, Christina Muraski,
17.
& Veronique Marin.
AQUA AEROBICS
EVENTS CHAMPIONS
MEN'S
WOMEN'S
High Jump
Dane Mall
Tammy Grimm
During Finals week will be held at Buzzard Pool on Monday, Tuesday, and
Marsha Buskirk
Shot Put
Matt Blackburn
Wednesday at 5 p.m.
Kari Meyer
Zac Sowa
Long Jump
AEROBICS
Sandy Johanson
Terry Grove
Softball Throw
Kathy Matheny
Robert Kodura
4800 M Run
There will be NO AEROBICS Saturday, May 8 or Sunday, May 9 but during finals
White Girls Can Run
Bushwicks
400 M relay
week classes will be held as following:
Brandon Whitaker
Jana Snider
400 M Dash
Monday and We<inesday
Veronique Marin
1600 M Run
Troy Walcott
3 p.m......................................... Low Impact (Enclosed Gym)
Kari Meyer
4 p.m.....................................Step Aerobics (Aerobic Room)
Nick Bart
100 M Dash
5 p.m..........................................Faculty/Staff(Dance Studio)
White Girls Can Aun
Sigma Chi #1
800 M Relay
Tuesday
Christina Muraski
800 M Run
Adam Sibernagel
3
p.m......................................... Low Impact {Enclosed Gym)
Marsha Buskirk
200 M Dash
Donnie Dittmar
4 p.m.........................................Low Impact {Aerobic Room)
3200 M Run
Troy Walcott
5 p.m......................................... Faculty/Staff (Dance Studio)
Sigma Chi #1
1600 M Relay
STUDENT RECREATION CENTER EXTENDED HOURS!
In conjunction with the Office of Student Affairs "Alternative to the Bars" program,
the SRC will have extended hours as follows:
Thursday, May 6.................... ......................................................0pen till Midnight
Saturday, May 8 ...........................................................................0pen till Midnight

No pool hours. aerobic sessions. or aqua aerobic sessions w111 be held on Thursday, May 13 or
Friday, May 14.

GOOD LUCK ON SEMESTER EXAMS!
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f 5£RVIC£S OmllED

I . __I_HnP
_W_ANTED
_~I

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF CHAR·
LESTON'S LCJIN RATES ON AUTO
and MOTORCYCLE INSURANCE.
Cal Bill HaU-35-7023.
-=--=----------,,---517
FREE Battery and electriCal test.
FREE 1nstallat1on
Battery
Specialists. 1519 Madison Ave.
Charleston 345-VOLT
_______ ca MWF/00
TYPING SERVICE, ALSO
OFFER COMPUTER COURSES:
WORDPERFECT 5.1. WIN·
DOWS 3.1, WRITERIGHT. JUST
CALL: 581-2829
- - - - - - = - _ , c a MWF517
Fast, Accurate Typing. $1 per
page. Free lltle page. Spelling
and grammar check. Call 581 •
2829
ca MWF5fl
ATTEN-T-IO_N_S_E_N-IORS. Your
health Insurance will end upon
graduation. Call Hall Insurance
for short term health policy 3457023.

517

HELP WANTED
Day Camp Counselor: North
Shore and NW Suburbs; Moraine
Girl Scout Council; 708-945·

7750.
----~
516
Outstanding Summer Temporary
Jobs 1n the North and Northwest
suburbs
of
Chicago.
Opportunities in all areas of the
office. Great Pay! Gain valuable
experience! Call Advanced
Personnel
at_
708-520-9111.
_
___
_ _ _ _ _517

Wanted: Babysitter, 1o p.m. to
7:30 a.m., my home, one child.
Call after 4 p.m. 345-7671

516

J-OBS---JO_B__S_J_O
__B_S_E_A_R_N---SU.M·
MER CASH NOW CALL TODAY
708-843·2222. CAREERS USA
TEMPORARY SVCS SCHAUM·
BURG.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __.517

COMPANY EXPANDING. START
THIS WEEK. WE ARE LOOKING
FOR PEOPLE OF EXCEPTION·
AL TALENT ANO DRIVE TO FILL
A LIMITED NUMBER OF POSI·
TlONS. OUR BEST PEOPLE
EARN $10.00 PER HOUR.
GUARANTEED $5.50/HOUR:
PAID TRAINING: PROFESSION·
AL ATMOSPHERE; EVENINGS
& SATURDAYS ALSO AVAIL·
ABLE. CALL 348-5250. EOE
516

__.l l.___foa
_ Roo
_ ___.I

Need 2 roommates for 93194
school year. M or Female. Please
call 5162 anytime 1f Interested.
Close to campus.

MENT:
fisheries.
Earn
$600+/week In canneries or
$4,000+/month on fishing boats.
Free transportat1onl Room &
Board\ MALE OR FEMALE. For
employment program call 1-206·
545-4155 ext. A5738

5n

AoomoN

- - - - - - - - __517

----------'517

Pediatric nurse/elem. teacher
mom desires to adopt infant.
Christian, agency-approved
home. Rich llfe with family,
friends.
Expenses
paid.
Confidential. Legal. Call Anne
collect
(309)
925-3792.
___
__
_ _ _ _ _517

--~--~~---~517

SuBLESSORS
Sublessor needed for summer of
'93.
Great
location.
345-1635.
__
__
___
_ _ _517

New 3 BR Apartment 2 blocks from
C8Jll>US 93-94 school year. 10 mo.
lease, $205 each cal B&K rentals

at 345-6621 (leave message if no
answer)
or 348-8349.
__________
517

ROOMS FOR MEN. Ouiet.
students only. 1 block from
pus. $110/rno. summer only.
utilities Included. Call 345-

after 5 p.m.
3 BDRM. APT. 5 BLOCKS
CAMPUS. PHONE 345·
AFTER 6 P.M. OR 234·
LEAVE MESSAGE.

- - - - - - - ___517

Four bedroom apt $600 per month
plus low utifllies. Five blocks from
campus. Washer and dryer. 2344631.

FOR 3-4 PERSONS, 10 MTH.
LEASE. 345-2265.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _caMWF 5f7

Two female summer sublessors
needed, own bedroom, 1/2 block
from campus. $135 OBO. Arrf'/ or
Laura. 348-8404.

4 or 5 person Housel C

blocks from campus, 93-94
year. Call B&K Rental, 34
Leave message, 1! no answer
8349.

Available June 1-July 31' 2 bedroom Apartments, 2 People, $125
a month each. Phone 348-7746.

2564.
5f7
1_00
__FT_FR
__
OM_B_U_ZZA~R-O_:_H_OU_.SE

Sublessor needed for beautiful
studio apt Liz or Dee 348-1719.

MINl·STORAGE@

-=------,-----.,.-515

Sublessors 1-4 people 93-94
school year. New furniture, balcony. Pinetree. Ask for Apt. #6.
Call
581-6000
__
_ _ _ _ _ _ __.517

RENTAL SPACES

Two summer sublessors needed
$143 per month. Own room.
Close to campus. Call Kim at
#3096.

---------~517

LARGE/PRIVATE 2 bedroom
w/garage. Division & Jackson.
Large patio. Available intersession & summer. Are willing to
negotiate. Won't last Call 345·
3573.

I

FOR lb.NT

'

•
•
•
•

)

Now leasing for fall: two-bedroom
furnished apartments. McArthur
Manor Apartments 913-917
Fourth St. 345-2231

-··

517

OLDETOWNE M ANAGEMENT
HAS APARTMENTS AVAILABLE
FOR LEASING 93-94. CALL 345-

0LDE.
__________517

Clean, Secure Rooms
U Lock It, U Keep The Key
Household Furniture, Cars
Outdoor Space In Mattoon
Also Microwave Rentals

CARLYLE RENTALS

348-7746

West Route 16, Char1eston
2601 Char1eston Ave .. Mattoon

a.. Est eem
29 Roentgen
55 Movie pioneer
images
1 Start of a bon
sa Fall setting
30 Dutch genre
mot
painter
S7 Enoch or Eve
t Cap itol Hill gp.
32 Bon mot: Part 3 sa St.-1.:6 neighbor
10Tru dge
se Author-35 Traditional
14 lnkforune
Roche
know ledge
plume
eo Interprets
• Part of M -G-M
15 "-ldeas·
37 Choreographer
1e Napoleon w on
Tommy
DOWN
here: 1796
38 Palindromic
11 Blessed.1n
animal
1 "--Can·.s.
Bonn
nMorewan
Davis Jr.
1t -pear
40 Waldorf, e.g
2 Individuals
(avocado)
41 Lack
3 Abdul-Jabbar's
20 Bon mot Part 2 42 Metrical foot
alma m ater
22 Certain horse
4 Branch o f math
43 Plant pest
s Fugitives'
23 0aly'sTV
45 ln1ury
partner
1ourneys
47 End of the bon
t lanat
24 Come into sight
mot
53 Prov1s1onal
7 Fat king of
21 Mortgage
Moab
a Riches
ACROSS

Address: _ _ _ __

D

7746
---------~517

.,,--:----=---=---:--~517

_517

Name: ___________________

Yes

Mini-storage available as low as
$25/month. Carlyle Rentals, 348·

Sleeping Room for quiet, nonsmoking lemale. Kitchen & laundly
privileges.
Near
stadium.
Intersession and/or Summer. 345-

2 sublessors needed for
Intersession/Summer. 1 bedroom
and furnished. $155/mo. each.
Call 345·3407.

Classified Ad Form
D

Evernngs.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __.517

LARGE 2 BEDROOM TOWN·
HOUSE GREAT FOR 3·4 PEO·
PLE. 9 MONTH LEASE. FUR·
NISHED, BASIC CABLE PAID,
DISHWASHER, AND GARBAGE
DISPOSAL.
CALL
YOUNGSTOWN, 345·2383.

517

Eastern News

Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _Students

Nice, close to campus, furnished
houses for 93-94 school year. Two
people per bedroom, 1O 112 mo.
lease, $175/mo., 345-3148.

345-6000

Roommate needed for FalVSpnng
semester. $143 per month, Own
room. Close to campus. Call
Tracey at #2394.

___________517

WE LOVE BEING PARENTS· we
have one happy child and very
much want another. We can give
your baby a warm, lo\llng home
and every opportunity Let's
talk-we can help you. too. Call
collect: Arlynn & Ron, (217) 387·
4769
_ _ _ _ _.ca 4123,30, 515,7
COLLEGE SWEETHEARTS
MARRIED 9 YEARS AND
UNABLE TO HAVE A CHILD OF
OUR OWN WE ARE EAGER TO
BE A MOM AND DAD, AND
WILL SURROUND YOUR BABY
WITH UNLIMITED LOVE, SECU·
RITY, GENTLE GUIDANCE ANO
A BRIGHT FUTURE. PLEASE
ANSWER OUR PRAYERS ANO
HELP MAKE OUR DREAMS
COME TRUE BY CALLING
KATHY AND JEFF AT (309) 6947191, COLLECT OR OUR
ATTORNEY, THERESA, AT (309)
692-1087

~.___f_
oa R£NT
__. .-. . . . . .

LINCOLNWOOD PINETREE
FURNISHED APARTMENTS.
PATIOS. BALCONIES. AIR. NINE
MONTH LEASE, FROM $160
PER PERSON. APPOINTMENT.

-A-LA_S_K_A_S_U_M_M-=-E~R~E~M~PL-OY·

Professional babysitter/nanny
needed immediately & through
summer. Nights and weekends,
40 hrs. Six children 2·12 years.
EHingham. Only serious need
apply. 342-2525 ask for Doris.
__________517

o!~;

l......__R
_OOMMA
_ _ns
_

No

Dates to r u n - - - - - - - - - - - - Ad to read:

Under Classification of: ____________

s o "'3

~

53

55

56

511

St

31 Nautical chain
32 Onion or
hyacinth
33 Two-toed sloth
34 Shaw nand
Mack
• Ordered
37 Soft headwear
3t Pakistani coin
40 Urn for tea
41 Blanch
42 Annoy

43 Rocket stage
44 The "d" In I s d.
45 Wretched hut
441 0mniorthe
Forum
47 Suffix with
emblem

Expiration code (office use only)_ _ _ _ _ _ __
Person accepting ad _ _ _Compositor _ _ _ __
Amount due:$ _ _ _ __

no. words/days
Payment:
OCash

0 Check

0 Credit

Check number ______
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. t5 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid 1n advance
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the nght to edit or refuse ads considered libelous
or in bad taste.

41 Shoe
designation
4t Cabnder
so Robert or

WEDNESDAY
P.M.
6:00
6 :30
7:00
7 :30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30

WTW0-2

WCIA-3

WAND·7 17

ESPN-24

USA-26

WGN-9 29

WILL-12 12

LIFE-38

Fox-8 55

DISC-33

News

News

Nl!W1

SportsCenter

Quantum leap

Designing Women

MacNeil, l,ehrer

Unsolved

N'.gilt Court

ft!Mall Mmal

Inside Edtion

En!mL Tonight

Manied ..

8asEbal1

Mys!eries

Cllee!s

Unsolved
Mystenes

How'dThey
Do That?

OlsenTYMS
Mother's Day

Murder,
SlleWrole

In tile Spol1ight

LA.Law

8eYtrly Hills,
902t0

Arabia

Little House

Law& Ordef

Heal of
theNig!C

Home lmpiov.
Coach
Celebrahon ol

Movie: Wheel's
otTell'OI

I.st the Good

MOYie: Getting
Up & Going Home

Melrose
Place
Time Trax

Wings

Bonanza

Ouat1Ulll Leap

48 Hours

News

News

Tonight

M'A'S'H

Molher!lood
News
Love Connecbon

Jelfe!SOllS

Movie:
Rod<ym

TmlS Roll

News

8aseball
Night Court

ee.ng served?

Renegade

MoY19

Re.acing Ramtiow

CU>Coonect

Beyond2000

News
Amenca

CU>Oa!e
MacGyver

WEIU-9

Th111ysome1h1ng

Cheers
Studs

Arabia

Loretta Young
Film Classics

WEDNES

LASSlflED ADVERTISING
I
ER AND FALL RENTAL.
FROM COLLEGE. CALL
AT345-5739

ANNoilNCf.MtNTS

SAY CONGRATULATIONS TO
THAT SPECIAL GRADUATE
WITH BALLOONS FROM UP UP
& AWAY, 1503 7TH, 345-9462.
Sargent Surplus, 714 Monroe St..
Moving Sale. Everything 112 pnce,
Tues.
Wed.
_ _and
__
_ _ _ _ __.515
MOTHERS DAY SPECIAL: Send a
scented balloon in a box for
Mothers Day anywhere in the
U.SA UP UP & AWAY BALLOONERY. 1503 7th, 345-9462.

---~-~---~sn

Attention Students: Recycle by
dropping off good, clean, used
dothing, household and small electrical items at Goodwill, Comer of
7th & Jackson, 9 a.m.·5 p.m.
Monday-Saturday. Any questions

__________sn

call 348-1090.

DELTA ZETA SENIORS· Jackie,
Dowson. Dreamgirt, Fig, JoAnne,

Dena, Knsti, Krissy, Chnssy, Rank,

w..

Banana, Catherine, Patsy, Arrry
Amy T •• Amy A ., Kristin. Lynn,
Lynn, Jt.fae. Mindy. Dana. Michelle.
Marshall, Lori, Juhe & 0181l8. CON·
GRATULATIONS ON GRADUATION! Love. Maggie

-----~---~515

DANA WULFF: OUTSTANDING
GREEK WOMAN OF THE YEAR.
Congratulations on graduating and
everything you've done at Eastem.
Your mom is very happy for yout

. apt. available for Fall
ter. 1 or 2 people. $270.

515
T__o_A_L_L_M_Y_E-IU-"""F__
E_L.....
LOW

78.

EMPLOYEES: I want to thank each

sn

-lor~Rent-.-4-mal-:-e-o_r_4_,f,...-emale

and everyone for their act of kindness for my benefll Since my ill-

ed). $150 mth utilities not
. Close to campus. 1074
l Call Ray Young 665or Eli Sidwell, 348-0191.

and canng. Makes my heart overflo>N with jOb to know people are so

sn

=e=R/-::F:":"A-:-L:-u=s-=p-=R-:::IN-:-::G=--:-1-o.r 2

Apt. Fum1shed 620 5th
WID. 345-5728.

_____.sn

Four BR house for four
king females, Individuals

. Washer/Dryer. off street
. 1530 Second St. 345-

Leave Message.

-=-=--==c=-=---~sn
S NEEDED to share three
home at 811 4th Street.
etely furnished, including
and dryer. $160 a month
llCUnty deposit. share utilibeS.
217486-6426 after 4:30 p.m.

516

asar 25" console-$175.
: receiver, tumtable. speak1981 Chevrolet Malibu
wagon $750. Trade for?

s.

..,......,...._,..--:-,.--:-.,,.--.,...-·sn

sdver/gold wedding rmgMan's silver Bulova Accutron
$225. Woman's full length
-$100. Trade fO(? 345-4426

~::---=--=------=---=-sn
Ply. Sundance. 2 door,
miles. Good condition.
Can Kolin 345-3915, leave

ness, people have been so kind

kind and caring. May God bless
each and every one. I am proud to
have you aD for my friends. David

Birchfield

516

=To----A-LL--=T~H-E
=-G
__R
__A_D.,,......,U~AT=ING

SENIORS OF ALPHA GAMMA
DELTA: IT HAS BEEN AN HONOR
TO BE YOUR ALPHA GAM MAN
AND A LOT OF FUN GETIING
TO KNOW ALL OF YOU BETTER
GOOD LUCK IN THE FUTURE
I'll MISS ALL OF YOU. LOVE YA,
WILLY.

71.
,....,,.,--~-.,.---...,-·516

Waterbed, bookcase headdrawers. $100.00. 345-

s

Mure! Love Dan

.,.-------~-,-~515

-~-------~515

Delts and ASAs: Grab your bell
bottoms and let's get groovy
Thursday at My Place.

c-=--::-=--,.,..-,,...----.,..-.,.--515

KIM FOX· Congratulations on
becorring the new photo editor for
the Warbler! Your ASA sisters are
proud of you!

- - - - ______515

SIGMA KAPPA Congratulations
AMY SCHROEDER on getting
lavahered to SCOTI PITIOF of
SIGMAPl!I!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _515

All Fratemty Rush Chairmen. Rush
meeting tonight at 8:00 1n the Union
Walkway.

__________515

JILL ACKERMAN : Congratulations
on getting lavaliered to Todd
Goldaslch of Sigma chi. Your Datta
Zeta
sisters are happy for you. 515
__________
ZEL, THANKS for taking such
good care of me on Saturday. I
owe you one. Love Cort

__________515

JEN BOWEN: Fire up, girl! Your
college career is almost over-bu1
we'll all miss you neX1 yearl TriSigma won't be the same without
you! Get ready for Senior Send-On,
sweetie! Sigma love, VICki, Kara S.,
&Deb

515
DEREK
MUNTER:
Happy
Birthday! Let's go out soonl Love
Erin
__________515
Liz Schewebl: I'll miss you next
year You are awesome! I know
you will do greal Congratulations
on graduation! Alpha Garn luv, your

kiddo Frances

THE DALY EAsrrnN NEV6

----~----_.sn

-------~--515

Love, Larisa

--------,----SIS

Congratulations lo Cyndi Volng of
SIGMA KAPPA on getting lavaliered to Matt Fllcklnger of Pl
KAPPA ALPHA!!

-----~----,---~SIS

All Fraternity Rush chalnnen: Rush
meeting tonight In the Union
WaJkway at 8:00

---------~SIS
Alpha
Delts, You <Id it! Congrats to
the new AST actives. Tau love,
Suzanne

-=---=-=-c=--:,--::----:-~515

ALPHA DELTAS: Congratulations
on going active. Tau love, your sis-

---~---~-515

VALUE. LOANS AVAILABLE .
PAWN BROKERS. 325 MADISON.

345-9842.

-~----~-~~sn

APRIL: Congratulations on getting
lavaliered to ANDY RAMAGE of
SIGMA CHI. I'm so happy for you
guys! ASA love, Stephanie

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _515

Congratulations to Jon Olson, Tom
Burkowski, Joe Martin. and James
Willoughby of Pi Kappa Alpha on
taking second place in the Dee Zee
Tee off! Your PIKE brothers.

--

_ _515

Stacy Say1es, it's so nice to see
your smiling lace again. You are a
wonderful person. Congrats on
being selected as Greek mom of
the yearl Love, Sandi and Julea

'tE.l. "oBB£S, ~ ~I:
AA'it. 1t> oo ~ow \'=> "'MT

AA \\-\£. JVDG-£5

'bJ

~'fl.

tt\Tt.R

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _515

Congratulations
to
MATT
FLICKINGER of Pi Kappa Alpha on
lavaliering Cindy Volling of Sigma
Kappa! Your PIKE brolhers.

-

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _515

LADIES OF SIGMA KAPPA THIS
SEMESTER WAS GREAT. CAN'T
WAIT TIL NEXT YEAR. HAVE A
GREAT SUMMER SEE YA NEXT
FAW Love. Dan

-------~--515

THE WONDERFUL LADIES OF
ALPHA GAMMA DELTA THIS
PAST YEAR HAS BEEN GREAT
AND FULL OF MEMORIES. l'M
LOOKING FORWARD TO NEXT
SEMESTER AND THE REST OF
THIS ONE. l'M VERY HONORED
AND PROUD TO BE YOUR
ALPHA GAM MAN. HAVE A
GREAT SUMMER AND GOOD
LUCK ON FINALS! LOVE WILLY

'NE RtAU..~ ~T
~ (.()t\lt.~.

I K~£R ~t.~ll"Z..t.0 l-IO'tol
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.,.---...,-----,.,,..-,-515

Sigma

---------~515

Michele Marlowe, Congratulations
to the 1st Phi Delta Theta
Sweetheart! I'm so proud of you.
Tau love, Mom

----~~~---515

Jeni, Angie, & KristJn· Thanks for
being awesome l'OOl1148s this year.
Don't ever forget all the great times.
l'U miss you guys next year. Love.
Whale Women.

CHARGE IT!
The News
now accepts

VISA
and

MASTERCARD

515

CAMPUS ~CtlPs
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP will have Bible Study
Wednesday at 7 p.m. at the Christian Campus House located south of
Lawson Hall. Everyone 1s welcome. Call 345-6990 for rides or info.
OASIS REMINDS MEMBERS our summer events are Fnday, June 18
P1cmic. hononng '93 graduates, 5 to 8, Campus Pond, and Monday,
June 21. Dr. Joms speaks to OASIS, 4 to 5 p.m. in 1895 room of Umon .
THE VEHICLE SPRING 1993 reading will be held Thursday at 2 30
p.m. In the Tarble Arts Center. The authors have been asked to read
their work. Everyone welcome .
UNITY GOSPEL CHOIR will have Bible Study Wednesday at 7 p.m. in
Lantz. Please bring your Bible.
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA will havo a business meeting Wednesday at
5:30 p.m. In the Charleston/Mattoon room . Executive board bring your

riles.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER wlll celebrate Mass Tuesday at 9 p m.
at the Newman Chapel. Social following.
ALPHA KAPPA ALPHA will host Taste of AKA Thursday at 5 p.m at
the Afro-American Cultural Center.
DELTA SIGMA THETA will have a Stress Fest '93 Wednesday at 3:30
p.m. in the South Quad. Free ice cream & soda.
ENGLISH CLUB PICNIC will be Thursday starting at 4 p.m. at Fox
Ridge State Park. Everyone should sign up in to bring something ·
come join us for food. fun, games.
Pleue Note: campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for ariy
NON-PROFTT event, i.e. bake sales or raffles. All Cllps should be submitted
to The Daily Eastsm News office by NOON one business day before the
date of the evenl Example: any event scheduled for Thursday silo!. <I ·1e
submitted as a Campus Clop by noon Wednesday. (Thursday is the dea<lhne
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday event.) Cllps submitted after deadline
WIU NOT be publlshed. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clop that IS
Wegible or contains confhctmg information will not be published

by Bill Watterson

10 AWARD OOR

PR\1.E, ~~!) ~ili.

~~~~-----~515

Kerry: Mom, I'm going to miss you
this summer. I can't wait Iii next
year. PARTY! AGO love and mine,

Congratulations to Brian Van
Vorren of Lambda Chi Alpha for
lavalienng Kristin Neilson of Alpha
Sigma Alpha. We're all so happy
for youl Love, the Ladies of Tn·

--------~-'515

~

so dose. You & Ju have been the
best moms ever! 111 miss you tons!
Love, Jane

------~--~~5

Kerrie and Kyla You girls are the
true meaning of what Sisterhood is
al about. Thanks for the encouraging words. ASA love, Schmal

Lockie; Congrats on graduating!
What am I gonna do without my
mom next year? I'll miss you.
Thanks for everything! Lunch
Thurs.??
Sigma Love. Arrry
__________
515
To ALL the Graduating Seniors of
TRI-SIGMA! We will miss you all
very muchl We wish you all the
best of luck. Love, your sisters.

--------~515
Sinnott I'm so glad we've beoome

Gina

ters
515
C_A_S_H_F=-0-R--A-NYT
__H_l_N_G-·OF

Lockie: Congrats on graduating•
Come back and visit. You've been
an awesome big sis & I'll miss you.
Love, Jane

Cupcake: This has been the best 4
months ever. I love ya. Pooklc

Calvin and Hobbes
B\>T WE: WILL .
'"'~\) n\t~
~£.R~Ol..\£
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Doonesbury
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- - - - - - - __515

Lisa Kursell and Jim Strohl :
Congratulations on getting lava·
llered! I'm so happy for you guys!

Sandi

equal opportunity employer

Congratulallons
to
AMY
SCHROEDER on gelbng lavaliered
to Scott I'm so happy for you. Sig
Kap love, your real Iii siS, Julie
Congratulations to Brian Van
Vorren on getting lavaliered! The
lades ol Tri-Sigma are very happy
lo<youl
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,515

--------~-515

To all the graduating Seniors of
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA: I'm so glad I
got to know you all this year. You're
a wondertul group ol guys! l'H miss
you!! Love, Sandt

Immediate Openings
348-5250

9462..

515

~=-o-th_e_m_e_n_o_I-L-A_,..M,..,B:-:0-A-C:HI

Came Warren. Congrats on graduating! We love you tons! Love, your
fan dub

•Earn up to S10.00/hr
• Part/Full time
• Flexible hours
• Professional Atmosphere
• Paid Training

with balloons from UP UP & AWAY
BALLOONERY 1503 7th St. 345-

Congratulations to Bob Kaiser,
Kevin Groppel, Joe Marty and
Chns Catullo of Sigma Phi Epsilon
on winning Mini-9olf. You guys are
a stroke above the rost.

ALPHA I hope everyone has a
great summer! If you ever come
visit don't forget to stop at Giffin 31.
I'll see you all next year! Love,

Best Summer Job in Town

- - - - - - - __515

Duffy.

-----~---~515

OF AMERICA

Send your graduate off flying high

Congratulations on your graduation. You've been a great sister and
a wonderful fnend. Good Luck m
the future. Sigma love, Becca
Brackett. Kristi Kallas & Kathy

~-=--...,.--=--~---~515

JULIE CAT; Congrats on graduation. We will mtSs you next year.
Love, Rubach and Zozaski

CONSOLIDATED TELEMARKETING

_________.....sn

515
C_A
____
R_O_L_ _ _ _ _
H_A-=C~K=ETT;

Corie: Hey Gram: Congratulations
on graduating! I'm going to mlSS
you. AGO love & rnne, Gina

----~-----515

HEATHER CLOSE: I'm glad you
were there Saturday nigll It made
the evening much more fun. Love
ya. Jen Cleary

JEN SAUER: You've been an awesome Tri Sigma and you're going to
be greatly missed. Good luci< with
all you do in the future. We Love
You! Kim H .. Lon F., Angie, and
KaraM.

_ _ 515

EXCELLENCE IN ESA: PLEDGE
OF THE YEAR, Kathy Marciniak;
WOMAN OF THE YEAR, -Jody
Carr; FOUNDERS JEWEL. Jenn
Surman and Kalhy Alvis

Faded Levis 60's, 70's, and more.
Just Spences, 1148 6th. Tuesday·
Saturday, 1-5 p.m. Phone 3451469. We buy good used clolhingl

---~--~--~~5

. One loft. sturdy, excellent
on. Price negotiable. Call

SIG KAP SENIORS: Congrats on
graduation, Good Luck m the

---------~515

ASA
NEW
INITIATES:
Congratulations! Your hard work
finally paid 0111

SEANN PRICE: Congratulations
on graduating. I'm really going to
miss you. You've been a wonderful
sister & friend. Sigma love, Cleary

~':"':"'"--=--:-....,,.----:---~515
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Bulls advance but Jordan hurt
ATLANfA (AP) - Michael Jordan wru; not at

full speed Tuesday night, slowed by a sprained
ankle.
It didn't matter. This, after all, is Michael
Jordan.
And the result was a 98-88 victory by the
Chicago Bulls over the Atlanta Hawks that gave
the two-time defending champions a 3-0 sweep
of the first-round playoff series.
Jordan finished with 39 points, 14 coming
after he twisted his right ankle in the third quarter and was assisted off the court by two teammates.
"I heard something pop," Jordan said. "I
hoped it wasn't a ligament. It was just tape popping." He got the ankle taped again, returned to
the floor to a standing ovation just before the
final period and resumed his destruction of the
Hawks.
Bulls coach Phil Jackson said he asked Jordan

if he was ready to play and Jordan replied,
·That's why I'm back."
"That doesn't surprise me," Jackson said
when told Jordan scored 14 points after returning
to the game. "Nothing he does surprises me."
The Bulls now await the winner of the New
Jersey-Cleveland series, tied 1-1 going into their
game Wednesday night at the Meadowlands.
"I hit a wet spot after I landed and twisted it,"
Jordan said.
"It's real sore, but I'm icing it and I'll be ready
Saturday or Sunday. I dido 't come this far to sit
it out."
Jordan left the floor with 3:45 left in the third.
He had just made an 18-foot fallaway jumper
with 3:52 remaining to put the Bulls ahead 6861.
As he kept retreating, Jordan suddenly fell to
the floor in pain. He then went to the locker
room for treatment He returned to the court just

before the start of the fourth quarter.

Pacers 116
Knicks 93
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) - Reggie Miller
scored 36 points and the Indiana Pacers buoyed by the third-quarter ejection of New
York's John Starks - routed the Knicks 116-93
Tuesday night to stay alive in their best-of-5
playoff.
The Knicks lead the first-round series 2-1,
with Game 4 in Indianapolis Thursday night
Starks was ejected for butting Miller with 8:42
left in the third quarter, and from that point the
game belonged to the Pacers.
Miller's free throws tied it 59-59, igniting a
streak of 10 consecutive points. After the ejection the Pacers outscored the Knicks 59-34.

Tewksbury hurls Cardinals _to win
ST. LOUIS (AP) - Bob
Tewksbury threw a six-hitter and
had a two-run single as the St.
Louis Cardinals beat the Houston
Astros 6-1 Tuesday night
Tewksbury (2-3) has won his lac;t
two starts after losing his fiN three
decisions. Tewksbury. a career .126
hitter, has had a two-run single in
each of the la'it two games and is
batting .300 in 10 at-bats.
Tewksbury struck out three and
walked one. only his second of the
season in 32 2-3 innings. It was the
first complete game of the season
for a Cardinals pitcher and
Tewksbury's first since Aug. 31.
1992.
The Cardinals battered Astros
starter Pete Harnisch (2-1) for nine
hits and six runs. five earned. in 4

Cubs fall 14-13 in 11
CHICAGO (AP) - The
Colorado Rockies won a wild one
at Wrigley Field. survJvjng two
dramatic home runs by Sammy
Sosa and defeating the Chicago
Cubs 14-i.l in II innings

TueSday nigbt.
Sosa bit alhJW-rup homer with
two out~

urtl:l.e ninth inning. cap:-

pb1g a five.tun' $Uy and tying it
at t(). He Jmd..a' tw<Hun shot dur·

ing a three~nm l l~ making him
5 for 6. buHhe Cubs still fell

2-3 innings. Harnisch has allowed
12 earned runs in 14 2-3 innings on
the road, and he's 0-3 with a 8.44

short

Jim Tatum hit the first grapd
slam in Colorado hmory, connecting during a six-run eighth
inning that made it 10-5. Joe
Girardi, Jerold Clark and Charlie
Hayes also homererl for the
RQ1;l<:ies in n game that w.is scoreless entering the fifth inning.
In the J Ith. Clark hit a twO·run
double and an error by shortstop
Jose ViicainQ allowed tw-0 more
runs to score.
ERA for his career against the
Cardinals.
The loss was only the fourth in

12 road games for the Astros.
Tewksbury's two-out, two-run
single was the Cardinals· third hit
of the second inning. Ray Lankford
and Mark Whiten had run-scoring
singles and Todd Zeile had an RBI
double in the four-run fifth lo cha'ie

Harnisch.
The Cardinals' Luis Alicea, starting for the second time in his career
in left field. made a quick relay 10
help throw out Jeff Bagwell at the
plate in the fourth. Eric Anthony
doubled off the wall on one bounce
with two outs and Bagwell at first.
but Alicea got the ball to shonstop
Ozzie Smith, whose throw just
nipped Bagwell.
Bagwell went 0 for 3 with a
walk. ending an 11-game hitting
streak.

Hunter receives 21-game suspension
LANDOVER. Md. (AP) - Dale Hunter of the
Washington Capitals received a record 21-game
suspension without pay by the NHL on Tuesday.
a move designed to punish him and send a message across the league.
The suspension. the longest for an on-ice incident in NHL history, takes effect at the start of
next season. Hunter cannot play in exhibition
games or practice with the Capitals until two
weeks before the suspension ends.

The suspension will cost Hunter about
$150.000 in salary. Under league rules. the
Capitals also will be fined that amount.
Hunter was penali7.cd for a blindside check on
the New York Islanders' Pierre Turgeon in a
playoff game April 28. Turgeon had juM given
New York a 5-1 third-period lead and was raising his arms in celebration when Hunter rammed
him into the boards.
Twgeon, the ls landers' leading scorer this sea-

son, suffered a separated shoulder that ha.o; sidelined him for the Patrick Division finals against
Pittsbwgh.
"No punishment can undo Hunter's actions or
erase the competitive loss b) the Islanders,"
NHL commissioner Gary Bettman said. "And.
while there is no shortage of possible penalty
formulations, the punishment must severely discipline Hunter and, as important, deter such conduct in the future...

Southern Conference may rejoin Division I-A
GREENVILLE, S.C. (AP) - A
proposed reduction in football
scholarships for the NCAA's
Division I-AA teams may force
the Southern Conference back
into the ranks of I-A colleges.
"We have schools that have
real concerns." commissioner
Wright Walters said this week.
"It's a double-edged sword - cutting 18 scholarships will save
money, but it could also cost us
money."
Southern Conference schools,
which were bumped from I-A in
1982, make good money from
playing an occasional bigger
opponent.

Sometimes they draw national
attention, such as last season's
upset of Arkansas by The Citadel.
Without enough scholarships,
however, the I-AA schools won't
be able 10 field teams competitive
enough to draw interest from bigger opponents, Walters said. So
Southern Conference schools
might be forced to consider
rejoining I-A to get the scholarships and the games they want, he
said.
Southern Conference members
pJayed 12 games against Division
I-A teams last fall. Those games
brought in $1.5 million in revenue.
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"If our schools lose that kind of
money, it would outweigh the
savings of 18 scholarships."
Walters told The Greenville
News.
The scholarships available to 1AA teams drops from 65 this year
to 63 for the 1994-95 school year.
The Ohio Valley Conference has
proposed a three-year cut to 45.
The OVC also wants to reduce
full-time coaching staffs from
nine to five.
The issue will dominate the
discussion among the football
coaches and athletic directors of
I-AA teams when they meet May
10-11 in Dallas.

Walters said he had visited with
most of the Southern Conference's 10 members. nine of which
play conference football, in recent
weeks and found them strongly
opposed to funber reductions.
In order to return to Division IA, half of a league's schools must
play in stadiums of 30.000 seats
and half must have averaged
17 ,000 in paid attendance once in
the past four years.
Only Marshall in the Southern
Conference plays in a large
enough stadium. Marshall, The
Citadel and Appalachian State
would meet the attendance

Penguins 3,
Islanders O
PITTSBURGH (AP) - The
Pittsburgh Penguins turned to
defense with still-aching
Mario Lemieux still out of the
lineup, riding Tom Barrasso's
hot goaltending to beat the
New York Islanders 3-0
Tuesday night in the Patrick
Division playoffs.
With Lemieux watching
from a private box following
another bout with back pain,
the NHL's most dangerous
scoring machine relied on
defense - an often-overlooked
key to their two straight
Stanley Cup titles - to tie the
Patrick Division finals at a
game apiece.
Lemieux 's status for Game
3 Thursday night probably
won '1 be known until just
prior 10 game time. He was
expected to play in Game 2
after his sporadic back pain
eased Monday. but the spasms
reappeared on game day and
Lemieux - who played only 2
1/2 minutes in Game I didn't even try to skate.
The Penguins. outskated
and outworked in the Islanders' 3-2 victory in Game 2.
used Lemieux 's absence as the
motivation they needed to
even the series. Playing essentially a must-win game, they
used goals by Joey Mullen in
the first period and Rick
Tocchet and Ron Francis in
the third to prevent falling
behind 2-0 in the series.

Canadiens 4,
Sabres 3 OT
MONTREAL (AP) - Guy
Carbonneau scored 2:50 into
overtime as the Montreal
Canadiens held home-ice
advantage in the Adams
Division final with a 4-3
victory over the Buffalo
Sabres on Tuesday night.
Ed Ronan won a race into
the Buffalo zone and freed
the puck for Denis Savard,
who fed Carbonneau at lhe
side of the net for the gamewinner.
The
victory
gave
Montreal a 2-0 lead in the
best-of-7 series with the
teams moving to Buffalo for
Game 3 on Thursday. The
fourth game will be played
Saturday.
The overtime game was
the 16th of che playoffs,
tying the record set in the
1982 playoffs.
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CAA may fire Schultz over improper loans
NSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) executive director Dick
could lose his job as early
week, The Associated Press
gations have Linked Schultz,
·c director at Vrrginia for six
before taking the NCAA job
1987, to an improper loan proat the school.

Schultz llew to Chicago last
weekend to meet with the NCAA's
infractions committee. They discussed a repon by an independent
investigator hired by the NCAA to
look into accusations involving
interest-free loans to athletes at
Virginia.
Schultz has denied any wrongdoing. Interest-free loans to ath-

letes are violations of NCAA
rules.
The NCAA's Executive Committee and Joint Policy Board. the
only groups within the NCAA
hierarchy with supervisory powers
over the executive director, are
meeting this week in Monterrey.
Calif.
They ultimately will decide

what, if anything, to do with
Schulll.. It is not clear whether the
infractions committee's report will
be discussed before the Monterrey
meeting ends.
"All I can tell you is that this is
a highly unusual case," David
Swank, chainnan of the infractions
committee, said Monday.
"Beyond that. I can say nothing.

It nonnally takes some time after
we conclude a meeting to prepare
a report. Less than a week would
be highly unusual."
"We're all very much on edge
about this," said John Harvey, athletic director at Carnegie Mellon
and a joint policy board member.
"We want to do the right thing for
everyone involved."

Cooper

horn as
., From page 12
name known."

Not only did she make herself known,
emblazoned her name in the Mid-Con
rd books. winning the first-ever cone race in 18: 12. averaging 5:51 per
. She was also named the most-valuathJete and newcomer of the year.
'"It felt really good. It felt like everything
I worked for was worth it," Thomas
Thomas attributes her success to the
pport she's gotten from family and
ches over the years. Craft though sees
ething else that sets her apart from the
"It's determination. She's got athletic
nl but along with that she's got dedicato run long distance," Craft said.
Thomas trained with former Eastern
r Laurie Mizener during the season.
· ener was also a standout in her years
n the team, winning the Gateway
erence I 0.000-meter run in track.
'"Laurie able to provide Kiya the kind of
petition she needed." Craft said.
After the conference meet. the only
·ng left after that for Thomas was the
ion IV meet which, if she finished high
ough. could have qualified her for
·onals. It would not be easy, facing runrs from schools all over the Midwest
eluding Wisconsin. Iowa, Michigan,
Dame and Minnesota.
Things started out well for her. but then
slipped and fell on the wet ground. losg almost 30 places.
''I still have the scar on my leg,"
~said with some disgust

She regrouped and finished the race
with a respectable time of 18:59.9. finishing 55th in a field of 216 runners.
Set backs are nothing new to Thomas.
She had to sit out all of the indoor and
outdoor track seasons after suffering a
knee injury in a car accident late last year.
She will have arthroscopic surgery on her
knee this summer and hopes to be at full
strength for next year's track season. She
has already used up all of her cross country
eligibility but still has two years of track
eligibility remaining.
"I've had a lot of unfortunate injuries
and I really don't know how far I can go."
Thomas said. "It seems that every time I
really get gomg. something sets me back.
It's really been eating at me because I want
to sec how far I can get."
Thomas will train with the cross country
team next season and then will compete in
the mile. two mile and 5000-meter runs on
the track team.
Another, less noticeable obstacle
Thomas has had to overcome is the racial
barrier. Long distance running evenL'i have
traditionally been dominated by white athletes. However. with runners like Thomas,
ethnic minorities are becoming more interested in distance events.
"She really had to be determined all
through high school because most of the
time she was the only person of color running in the event," Craft said. "You have to
have detennination to do that."
Instead of letting it affect her, she used it
to her advantage.
"It wasn't too hard," Thomas said.
"People always encouraged me and I got a
lot of attention becau~e of my ability."

•From page 12

But in reality, Cooper was just wanning up.
He eventually lowered the 200 record
three more times, ending at 21.13. a time
which qualified him in that event as well.
He also improved his 55 to 6.23.
Cooper went into the national meet
ranked 14th in the 55 and 16th in the 200.
He looked on track to make the finals,
after winning his preliminary heat of the
55, tying his season-best of 6.23. But a
bad start in the semi-final kept him out of
the finals by one place. The 200 delivered a tough break for Cooper as well. as
there again he was only one place away
from making the finals.
Although discouraged. Cooper could
still say he was top nine in the 200. and
bad the meet's third fastest time in the
55.
"He's been continually surprising us
with his speed ever since he came on
board," Moore said.
Cooper was recruited to Eastern by
defensive line coach Randy Melvin, who
saw him while on a recruiting trip in
California.
Although his football season wasn't as
stellar as his track season was, Cooper
still led the team's receiving list for average yards per reception at 22.9. He had
three touchdown receptions. second only
to Mike Rummel for Panther receivers,
and also had the team's longest pass
reception at 79 yards against Southwest
Missouri.
Head football coach Bob Spoo said

FINALS WEEK SPECIAL
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Cooper's speed is something you don't
see on many teams.
"There's no question that be 's a major
threat on the football field," said Spoo.
"With speed like that, he's real dangerous
when he gets his hands on the ball. He
has the kind of speed a lot of teams don't
have.
"When Randy brought back film of
him, it was real impressive. Recruiting
him has turned out to be a very positive
move for us."
Cooper said his achievements this year
did not come just from narural ability, but
from hard work as well.
"A lot of people think my speed is all
natural," said Cooper. ''But I know better
than that. I've been running since I was
8-years-old, and it's taken a lot of hard
work to be running as fast as l am now...
Cooper is currently trying to earn
another trip to NC AA's outdoors.
Although the regular season is over. he
still has two last chance meets left to hit
the qualifying standards in the 100
meters (I 0.40) and 200 meters (20. 90).
His bests so far this year stand at I 0.46
and 21.04.
All season Cooper has been stymied
by either a headwind or an injury. He said
that if he gets good weather and stays
healthy he's confident of qualification.
"With good weather I'm consistent at
10.3, and that will get me there (to the
NCAA finals)." Cooper said. "It gets
hard to be motivated when you constantly have to deal with bad weather. But I
still have some chances coming up. We ·u
ju~t have to see."
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Male and Female Athletes of the Yea
The Daily Eastern News sports department would like to congratulate Obadiah
Cooper and Kiya Thomas for being
named its 1992-93 athletes of the year.
Both athletes were transfer students
this year but were able to make a quick
transition to fit right in at Eastern.
Cooper, in addition to playing wide
receiver on the Panther football team.

Thomas
edges
field again
By RYAN GIUSTI
Sports editor
It's a good thing Kiya Thomas didn't listen to her mother.
If s he had, she probably wouldn't have
become a long-distance runner and never
would have led Eastern to a second-place
finish in the 1992 Mid-Continent Conference meet.
"When I was in eighth grade I saw a girl
run a two-mile race and I told my mom
'that's what I want to do."' Thomas said.
"She told me 'you don't even know if you
can run that far.'"
Thomas proved her mother wrong. She
went on 10 become a highly successful
long-distance runner in high school and
continued that success in college. The
crowning achievement for Thomas came
last fall when she won the Mid-Continent
Conference race.
That accomplishment helped earn her
The Daily Eastern News 1992-93 Female
Athlete of the Year, Thomas beat out 13
other female nominees to win the a ward.
She received three first place votes and 64
total points, narrowl~ beating out volleyball player Kim Traub who got 61 points.
"When the gun sounds, she's right up
there with the leaders." Eastern cross country coach John Craft said. "She was a leader by example and inspired others to perfonn up to the best of their abilities."
Thomas was a transfer student from

qualified for the national indoor track
meet in two events.
Thomas led the Lady Panthers cross
country team to a second-place finish in
the Mid-Continent Conference by winning the conference meet.
The coaches from Eastern 's 19 intercollegiate teams each nominated two
players from their team for the award.

1992-93
Female
Athlete
of the
Vear
KiyaThomas

-First place votes in parentheses
Kiya Thomas (3)
Kim Traub (3)
Coli Turley
Karen McCaa (1)
Susie Green
Theresa Ramage

Brandi Brewer
Kala Scott
Sheriel Brown
Annell Metzger
Ti Jaye Rhudy
Maridee Hisgen
Brooke Roberts
Samantha Wulfers

64
61

56
48
29

28
25
23

20
10
8
5
3
1

Middle Tennessee State and stepped up
immediately to lead the 1992 cross country
team. She was the team's top finisher in
every meet during the season, but the highlight of the year came in late October when
she was the first runner to cross the fmish
line in the 5000-meter Mid-Continent
Conference meet.
"That was definitely a goal of mine,"
Thomas said. "I just wish our learn could
have won the whole thing."
Eastern finished second behind
Wisconsin-Green Bay.
"I felt I bad something to prove being a
newcomer," she added. "I wanted to make
" Continued on Page I 1

Then seven sports writers for The News
each voted fo r their top 10 male and
female athletes.
An athlete received 10 points for a
first-place, 9 points for a second place,
continuing on to 1 point for a 10th-place
vote.
Cooper ran away with the male athlete
award, garnering five first place votes. He

finished 10 points ahead of football
Brad Fichte!.
The fema le athlete award was m
closer, as Thomas edged out volley
Kim Traub by three points. Traub
lead the Lady Panthers to a 23-11
in 1992.

Cooper
dominates
balloting
By BRIAN HARRIS
Staff writer

Head track coach Neil Moore started off
the 1992-93 season face to face with a
rebuilding year. He was just looking to make
the best team possible with the people he had.
But he soon caught word of a wide receiver on the football team who had extraordinary
speed and was interested in running track
when the gridder's season was over.
Obadiah Cooper was a transfer student out
of San Bernardino, Calif., who had supposedly run times of 10.3 and 20.7 for 100 and 200
meters, while at San Bernardino Valley

Community College.
Moore. a veteran coach of over 20 years,
said he would have to see it to believe it, but
also figured he didn't have anything to lose.
He decided to give him a shot and let him
compete in the f.arly Bird Invitational before
Christmas vacation.
Little did he know that he was welcoming
someone who would qualify in two events at
the national indoor track meet Cooper's perfonnance in track and football helped earn
him The Daily Eastern News 1992-93 Male
Athlete of the Year award.
What started out as a mere tryout, turned
into the finest display of speed ever witnessed in Lantz Fieldhouse, as Cooper broke
records in the 55- and 200-meter dashes.
"We thought he might be fast, but not that
fast," said Moore.

1992-93
Male
Athlete
of the
Year
Obadiah Cooper

-First place votes in parentheses
Obadiah Cooper (5)
Brad Fichtel (1)
Joe Daubach (1)
Brent Miller
Louis Jordan

61
51
43
41
37

Stan Gress

34

Paul Agyeman
32
Derrick Landrus
20
Dan Dee
15
Mike Fahey
15
Jim Harkness
1O
Jason Wrone
8
George Macey
6
Jeff Guest
4
Jeff Trask
4
Jason Frey
3
Jamie Reid
1
Others: Brandon Kuhl, Shawn
O'Neil, Brad Schwartzwalder.
Cooper had been with the team less
week, and the meet was the first indoor
petition of bis life.
His time in the 200 (21.80 seconds)
the four-year old school record as well.
was the first sub 22-second clocking
Eastern athlete indoors. His time in
(6.26), though not a school record,
third in Eastern history and provisi
qualified him for the NCAA finals.
•Continued on page 11

Panther hurler always knew
t hat he should be a starter
By DON O'BRIEN
Staff writer
Derck Johnson didn't like the fact his coach at
Indiana U01vers1ty was trying to make him into a
relief pitcher.
"I had always been a starter,'' said Johnson. "My
coach at Indiana tried to make me into a reliever, but I
have always thought that being a starter was more my
role."
So instead of sticking around Indiana mired in a
relief role, Johnson. a senior from Normal, decided to
transfer. Eastern head coach Dan Callahan saw
Johnson, a left-hander, throw last summer and was
convinced that Johnson could help the Panthers.
Months after signing to play his final season of eligibility at Eastern, Johnson has developed into a solid
No. 3 starter and is starting to gel as the Panthers
work toward the Mid-Continent Conference
Postseason Tournament.
This past Sunday at Northern Illinois, Johnson
scattered three hits over nine innings of work and
struck out 10 as the Panthers took a 3-1 victory to
improve to 5-4 in the Mid-Con.
'That was probably one of the better performances
I've hnd this year," Johnson said. "I got ahead of the
baners, which was really the key to the whole thing."

Panther catcher Jason Cavanaugh said that the key
to Johnson\ success Sunda) was Johnson\ ability to
get all three of his pitches (fastball. curve ball and
change up) over the plate for strikes.
"That was a fun game to catch... Cavanaugh said.
"That was probably the best game that I have caught
all year. He got right after people instead of playing
around."
Johnson's 3-3 won-loss record may not be all that
impressive. but Johnson hasn't been the luckiest of
the Panther pitchers.
" I really haven't had too much luck so far this season," said Johnson. ··1 have been rained out of a couple starts and I 've had some pretty poor luck. But
lately my luck has been changing and I hope that it
stays that way."
Statistics-wise, Johnson is holding his own with
other Mid-Con pitchers.
His average of 8.17 strikeouts per game leads the
Panthers and is fifth best in the conference. His 3.91
earned run average is 15th best in the league and his
strikeout to walk ratio of 3 to 1 leads the Panther
staff.

After the Panthers play in the Mid-Con tournament, which will be played in Chicago May 20-23,
Johnson ~d he will return home tu play in a summer
baseball league.
" I just hope that (a pro scout) will take a look at

Gearin' up
Junior Darin Smith dons his catcher's cquipmcm before the P
baseball practice Tuesday afternoon in Lantz Fieldhouse. Wet
has left 1he team practicing indoors more than out this season.

